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F O R I M M E D I AT E R E L E A S E

Rainbopedia Hosts Fall Frolic Fundraiser on International Coming Out Day
LGBTQ Nonprofit Invites All to an Evening of Dining and Entertainment
Los Angeles, CA (September 2021) – Rainbopedia, the game-changing online global LGBTQ archive, is hosting their
Fall Frolic benefit, an evening of cocktails and dinner, at James’ Beach, the iconic Venice Beach restaurant, on
October 11, 2021, International Coming Out Day. The evening includes a Speakeasy Revue featuring celebrated
artists John Fleck, Janet Klein, Odious Ari, and The Boyfriend.
Event tickets are available for $150, which includes a cocktail, dinner, and show, or $100, which includes a cocktail,
appetizer, and show. Tickets may be purchased online here: https://rainbopedia.betterworld.org/events/fall-frolic.
Silent Online Auction
Included in the night of festivities will be a silent online auction of an eclectic mix of treasures, including generous gift
cards for restaurants and hotels, a professional astrological reading, and an enticing goodie bag from The Pleasure
Chest. New auction items are being added frequently, so bidders are encouraged to visit the auction site often for
updates.
An auction preview can be seen online here: https://rainbopedia.betterworld.org/auctions/fall-frolic-auction-benefit-rain.
Items will also be on view at James’ Beach the night of the event. The auction is open to all, and does not require
purchase of a Fall Frolic ticket to participate. Bidding will begin October 1, 2O21, and close at 9:OO pm PDT the
night of the benefit, October 11, 2O21.
Please visit rainbopedia.org for more information about Rainbopedia.

###

Rainbopedia is a nonprofit organization whose mission is to provide an online platform for documenting, archiving,
and exploring global LGBTQ history, current events, and personal stories. More than just an online encyclopedia,
Rainbopedia includes user-generated text, audio, video, photos, timelines, and geo-location mapping—and the ability
to translate everything into 35+ languages! Rainbopedia will amplify marginalized voices, broaden acceptance, and
help end homophobia around the world.
Rainbopedia is a Los Angeles-based 501(c)3 nonprofit.

